ABSTRACT
woody structure reconstruction of leafless trees from point clouds obtained with a 25 mobile terrestrial laser scanner (MTLS) has been analysed. The advantage of this 26 method is that it performs reconstruction in a single step. The most time consuming part 27 of the algorithm is generation of the cylinder direction, which must be recalculated at 28 the inclusion of each point in the cylinder. The tree skeleton is obtained at the same time 29
as the cluster of cylinders is formed. The method does not guarantee a unique 30 convergence and the reconstruction parameter values must be carefully chosen. A 31 balanced processing of clusters has also been defined which has proven to be very 32 efficient in terms of processing time by following the hierarchy of branches, 33 predecessors and successors. The algorithm was applied to simulated MTLS of virtual 34 orchard models and to MTLS data of real orchards. The constraints applied in the 35 method have been reviewed to ensure better convergence and simpler use of parameters. 36
The results obtained show a correct reconstruction of the woody structure of the trees 37 and the algorithm runs in linear logarithmic time. points, without using a prior neighbourhood or geodesic graph. It is based on 177 constructing a cylinder that fits the trunk of the tree and a cylinder vector structure, 178 which extends upwards and outwards, that is fitted through all the points of the cloud to 179 obtain a populated skeleton that is the woody structure. 180 181
Setting cylinder direction

182
Setting the direction of the cylinder requires determining the cylinder which best fits a 183 set of points. Given a set of points The matrix A has a maximum of three eigenvectors that fit three cylindrical adjustments 200 to the point cloud, taking the best direction as the one related to the lowest eigenvalue. 201
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be calculated using the Rayleigh-Ritz ratio. 202 203
Branching criterion
204
The algorithm, shown in Table 1 , starts by selecting an initial point at the base of the 205 trunk ( r P ), with the condition that r P has a minimum value in z. The method continues 206 in Table 2 to search for points close to r P setting a cylinder that fits the trunk, usually 207 with the direction ( ) 
Clustering
266
The algorithm can make the mistake of considering that P generates a new branch BN 267 when it is actually a mere bulge of B . In addition, from this mistaken new branch BN , a 268 thread is reconstructed that actually belongs to the predecessor branch. The 269 multithreading problem is solved with two alternative clustering processes. The first 270 process, shown in Table 3 , detects successor branches of one predecessor with a similar 271 direction d between them and merges them all. The second process, shown in Table 4 , 272 detects a predecessor branch and one successor branch that must also be a continuation 273 of each other and forms a single cylinder. 274
275
Finally a balanced clustering process, also following the hierarchy between each branch 276 and its successors, is adopted as shown in Table 5 . It is considered that the tree structure 277 must be optimal, in other words that its main geometric parameters must be minimum. 278
Then the points between a predecessor ( B ) and successor ( BN ) branch must be 279 distributed minimising their volume. Calculating the volume of a current branch, Table 6 . 288
289
The reconstruction of the pear tree model required the lowest values of r k and s n since 290 the generated point cloud was less dense. In the case of the vine, values of r k and s n 291 were smaller than those required for the apple tree since the virtual model had higher 292 ligneous shoot density (Table 7 ). The number of reconstructed branches and the 293 processing time are shown in Table 8 . The reconstruction process, by steps, is shown in 294 In the virtual apple tree, the process starts with a sapling which gives rise to the trunk of 297 order 1 and, in the subsequent growth iterations when a branch occurs an order is added 298 to it. The reconstruction process (superposition of branches in the virtual model together 299 with the operation of the MTLS) resulted in over branching of the tree pattern when 300 compared with the original virtual model. Total branch volume was over-estimated, 301 especially in the apple tree reconstruction. As the volume is 2 r hπ , the error in the 302 radius must be the square root of the error in the volume. In other words, in the initial 303 point cloud, the belonging of a point to a cluster and the cluster hierarchy may have a 304 higher probability than indicated by the initial model. There are also model limitations 305 with respect to the adopted parameters (Table 7) . Parameter d t has a stable value, the 306 value of s n is more dependent on the density of scan process. It is required an easy try 307 to verify that the trunk is generated in one cylinder. The algorithm has the advantage 308 that the control of radius with the parent branches is a self-tuning approach. 309
310
The lack of accuracy, the reconstructed model is not equal to the SIMLIDAR virtual 311 model, is due to the lack of convergence of the method, defects in the virtual model and 312 the effects derived from the scanning operation. The simulated MTLS operation can 313 generate shadow effects which are aggravated if two branches in the virtual model are 314
superimposed. These shadow effects may cause the reconstruction of a branch to 315 bifurcate to a branch that is, in reality, a continuation of a different branch of the model. It has been estimated that the cost of the algorithm is ( )
an upper limit of growth of the algorithm response time with the increase of N , the 331 total number of points in the point cloud, and b n the total number of branches. The main 332 cost of the algorithm is located in the main process (Table 1, lines 4-16) , where the 333 iteration is executed N times. Moreover, the FindTheClosestPoint function (Table 2,  334 lines 3-13) function has a cost of ( )
For nearby points in kd-tree it has 335 a cost of ( ) ) log(N O (Cormen et al. 2009 ). Together with the estimation of ( )
to check that the point is not closer to the other branches of the model (Table 2 , line 7; 337
, but underestimated as a result of line 6). Additionally, the cost to build a 338 kd-tree (Table 1 , line 1) is also ( )
2009). The 339
AlignedChildrenBranches procedure, which is called in line 17 (Table 1) , has a cost of 340
, with b n being the total number of branches; the main cost is in iteration I (Table  341 3, line 1) because the cost of the rest of iterations (depending on the number of children 342 of the branch) is small and does not increase with b n . In line 18 (Table 1) simultaneously. In this case, a kd-tree structure will be required to improve the point-373 searching operations. Finally, a clustering process to separate branches that intermingle 374 with each other in different trees would need to be introduced. 375 
when it is projected over 1 P and 1 if it is projected over 2 P ); s n is the 392 number of points that freely seed a cylinder when the building of a new branch starts 393 (this parameter changes depending on the branch order ( ord )). 394
• Table 8 . Number of points in the point cloud, number of branches, processing 395 time and volume simulated and reconstructed by the process.
• Table 9 . Cost n the total number of branches and O the worst case scenario in terms of computing time according to the dimension of input data.
